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Abstract
Inbreeding in parasite populations can have important epidemiological and evolutionary implications. However, theoretical
models have predominantly focussed on the evolution of parasite populations under strong selection or in epidemic situations,
and our understanding of neutral gene dynamics in parasite populations at equilibrium has been limited to verbal arguments
or conceptual models. This study focusses on how host–parasite population dynamics affects observed levels of inbreeding in
a random sample of parasites from an inﬁnite population of hosts by bridging traditional genetic and parasitological processes
utilizing a backward–forward branching Markov process embedded within a ﬂexible statistical framework, the logarithmicpoisson mixture model. My results indicate that levels of inbreeding in parasites are impacted by demographic and/or transmission dynamics (subdivided mating, aggregated transmission dynamics and host spatial structure), and that this inbreeding
is poorly estimated by ‘equilibrium’ levels of inbreeding calculated assuming regular systems of mating. Speciﬁcally, the
model reveals that at low levels of inbreeding (F ≤ 0.1), equilibrium levels of inbreeding are lower than those observed, while
at high levels of inbreeding the opposite pattern occurs. The model also indicates that inbreeding could have important epidemiological implications (e.g., the spread of recessive drug resistance genes) by directly impacting the observed frequency
of rare homozygotes in parasite populations. My results indicate that frequencies of rare homozygotes are affected by aggregated transmission dynamics and host spatial structure, and also that an increase in the frequency of rare homozygotes can be
caused by a decrease in effective population size solely due to the presence of a subdivided breeding system.
[Dharmarajan G. 2015 Inbreeding in stochastic subdivided mating systems: the genetic consequences of host spatial structure, aggregated
transmission dynamics and life history characteristics in parasite populations. J. Genet. 94, 43–53]

Introduction
Understanding the factors that affect levels of inbreeding in parasites is essential from both an epidemiological
and evolutionary perspective (Nee et al. 2002). For example, an important effect of inbreeding is that it can facilitate the spread of drug resistance in parasite populations
(e.g. Dye 1994; Paul et al. 1995; Schmidt 1995; Schwab
et al. 2007; Churcher et al. 2008; but also see Mackinnon
and Hastings 1998; Mharakurwa 2004). Our understanding
of these factors has been greatly improved by theoretical
models which have focussed on the evolution of simple
Mendelian traits under strong selection (e.g. drug resistance genes; see Anderson et al. 1989; Saul 1995), or
changes in population genotypic frequencies (relative to
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Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, HWE, expectations) in epidemic situations (e.g. Cornell et al. 2000, 2003). However, from an evolutionary and genetic perspective, it also
is important to elucidate how factors associated with host–
parasite population dynamics affect levels of inbreeding in
populations at ‘equilibrium’ (i.e. conditions of consistent
variability; sensu May 2001; pp. 109). Unfortunately, our
current understanding of neutral gene dynamics in parasite populations at equilibrium remains limited to conceptual
models (e.g. Criscione and Blouin 2005) or verbal arguments
(e.g. Sire et al. 2001; Criscione et al. 2005; Criscione 2008;
Lymbery and Thompson 2012) that extend the theoretical expectations developed for free-living populations to
parasites (e.g. by equating parasite transmission dynamics with migration). However, several characters of parasite populations make them demographically distinct from
free-living ones. For example, the infrapopulation (IP; i.e.
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parasites within a particular host; Bush et al. 1997) cannot be
considered similar to ‘true’ populations (sensu Hartl and
Clark 1989, pp. 71) in that they formed exclusively by infection (migration) rather than intrahost (intrapopulation) natality (Sirea et al. 2001). Consequently, a group of parasites
at the level of the component population (i.e. all parasites
of a species within a host population) also cannot be considered, at least a priori, to be panmictic. Rather the more
appropriate a priori view would be to consider the component population being subdivided into breeding groups (IPs),
with random mating within but not between the breeding
groups (see Ryman 1994; Criscione and Blouin 2005). Each
breeding group subsequently contributes its progeny to a
mixed pool of individuals (free-living or infective stages in
the environment) which can potentially constitute the next
generation.
The current study focusses on how host–parasite population dynamics affects observed levels of inbreeding in a random sample of parasites from an inﬁnite population of hosts.
For the purpose of this paper the term parasite is restricted
to macro-parasites (i.e. macroscopic parasites which reproduce sexually in the deﬁnitive host and in which pathology
is intensity-dependent, e.g. ticks and gastrointestinal nematodes; see Lafferty and Kuris 2002). From a genetic perspective, an individual can be considered to be inbred if its parents shared a common ancestor, and the extent of inbreeding is measured in terms of probability of identity by descent
(F; i.e., the probability that two homologous genes in uniting gametes have descended from a common ancestral gene;
Malécot 1969). Barring a few exceptions (e.g. nidicolous
ticks; Sonenshine 1993), mating in parasites is constrained
to the scale of the IP, and thus inbreeding is driven by the
levels of coancestry among parasites at this scale. The current study considers three important factors related to host–
parasite population dynamics that can affect the levels of
coancestry amongst individuals at the IP scale, and these are:
host spatial structure, aggregated transmission dynamics and
parasite life history.
First, the host spatial structure increases the probability of
coancestry amongst parasites at the IP scale (Nadler 1995;
Criscione et al. 2005). Because my model assumes an inﬁnite
number of hosts, two parasites in an IP cannot share consanguinity if their pedigrees cannot be traced back to a single IP
in the previous generation (ﬁgure 1a). However, when hosts
are spatially structured there is a nonzero probability of an IP
being composed of parasites originating from parents infecting a single IP in the previous generation, and these parasites may be consanguineous (with the level of consanguinity
being determined by the pedigree of the parents themselves;
ﬁgure 1b).
Secondly, the aggregation of larvae in the environment (e.g. faecal deposits of infected hosts in the case
of helminths) is likely to cause parasites to be ‘sampled’
by individual hosts as ‘packets’ of related individuals and
such aggregated transmission dynamics can in turn lead
to increased potential for consanguineous mating, and thus
44

Figure 1. Schematic diagram representing three factors (host spatial structure, aggregated transmission dynamics and parasite life
history characteristics) on average levels of coancestry between parasites at the scale of an infrapopulation (IP; black rectangles) at
time t. Each parasite in the IPs represented at time tare assumed
to have parents originating from a single IP at time t−1. Parasites
in unique IPs in the parental generation are represented by unique
symbols (diamonds, triangles, squares and circles). The pedigree of
each individual at time t can be traced using the symbol shape (indicating parental IP), outline colour (indicates father) and ﬁll colour
(indicate mother). Coancestry of individuals with different symbols
is 0 (see text), while coancestry of individuals that share a symbol
increases by 0.125 for each shared ﬁll and/or outline colour (i.e. per
parent shared by the individuals). Each host is assumed to undergo
discrete infectious cycles (ICs; black arrows), and in each infectious
cycle, the host can encounter a single parasite or a kin group of
parasites (dashed ellipses). Five scenarios are represented: (a) host
undergoes two ICs and ‘samples’ one offspring each from two distinct IPs at time t−1; (b) same as scenario (a), except that due to
presence of host spatial structure the two parasites are offspring of
a single IP at time t−1; (c) same as scenario (a), except that each of
the two ICs results in a host contacting a kin group of two parasites
with each kin group being produced by panmictic mating of males
and females in the parental IP; (d) same as scenario (c), except that
the host undergoes only a single IC, and contacts a kin group of
four parasites; (e) same as scenario (d), except that all individuals in the single kin group are offspring of a single mother mated
panmictically by all males in the parental kin group.

inbreeding (Cornell et al. 2003; also compare ﬁgure 1a
and 1c). The level of consanguinity among individuals at the
IP scale produced by such aggregated transmission dynamics
will depend upon both the number and size of infecting kin
groups (compare ﬁgure 1c and 1d).
Finally, levels of consanguinity among individuals within
the infecting kin groups likely are directly inﬂuenced by the
life history characteristics of the parasites themselves. For
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example, eggs in helminths are passed out in the faeces of an
infected host, and these faecal deposits act as foci for infection of the next host (Cornell et al. 2003). Thus, the genotypic composition of the larval aggregates in the environment can be considered to be the result of panmictic mating
among all females and males in the parental IP. Alternatively,
in the case of most ticks, mated females detach from the
host after engorgement and deposit their eggs (usually several thousands) in the environment (Sonenshine 1991, 1993).
Thus, the genotypic composition of the larval aggregates in
the environment can be considered to be the result of panmictic mating between a single female and all males in an IP.
The two alternative mechanisms described above lead to different expectations with regard to levels of coancestry among
individuals in an infecting kin group (compare figure 1d and 1e).
To understand the effects of stochastic host–parasite population dynamics (i.e. host spatial structure and aggregated
transmission) on levels of inbreeding in a random sample
of parasites the current study utilizes a ﬂexible modelling framework. The model assumes that each individual
in the random sample of parasites originates from mating
of individuals infecting a single host (designated the focal
IP), and focusses on calculating the levels of coancestry
among individuals comprising the focal IP using a basic
backward–forward simulation procedure. The backward step
is a branching, discrete time Markov process which follows the pedigree of all individuals in the focal IP, while
the forward step calculates the probabilities of coancestry
(C) and F of all individuals in the pedigree up to the individuals in the focal IP. To incorporate the effects of host–
parasite population dynamics into the construction of each
pedigree I consider the infection process to be a nonhomogeneous Poisson process where the composition of individuals in each IP in the pedigree is considered to be a sample
from a Logarithmic-Poisson mixture distribution. Within this
statistical framework, hosts are assumed to undergo discrete
‘infection events’, the number of infection events in an individual host being drawn from a stationary Poisson distribution with a given mean (λ). Additionally, to incorporate the
effects of aggregated transmission dynamics, the statistical
framework assumes that the number of parasites comprising
each infection event is drawn from a logarithmic distribution
(with coefﬁcient α). The Logarithmic-Poisson mixture distribution proves to be a convenient statistical framework
because this distribution readily reduces to the form of the
negative binomial distribution (NBD; Pielou 1976) which
is the common distribution used to describe the highly
aggregated distribution of parasites among hosts (Shaw and
Dobson 1995).
The model reveals that stochastic factors associated with
both host (i.e. spatial structure) and parasite (i.e. aggregated distribution of infective stages and life-history) critically affect genetic patterns at the scale of the parasite
IP and individual (i.e. C and F, respectively). My analyses also highlight the fact that genetic patterns associated
with the stochastic subdivided mating systems observed in

parasites do not always match theoretical expectations generated for regular systems of mating (e.g. Hedrick and
Cockerham 1986). While, my current model makes numerous simplifying assumptions (e.g. temporal stability of the
distribution parameters, direct parasite life cycle, lack of
heterogeneity among hosts; detailed below), its relevance
lies in the fact that it utilizes a ﬂexible statistical framework (i.e. the negative binomial distribution) long familiar to
parasitologists to bridge ‘traditional’ genetic and parasitological processes.

Materials and methods
Model overview

The objective of the current study was to elucidate factors
inﬂuencing levels of inbreeding in a random sample of parasites (n = 10,000). Owing to the fact that the level of inbreeding (F) of each target parasite in the sample was equivalent
to the coancestry of its parents, the model focussed on calculating the coancestry among individuals in the parental IP
(designated the focal IP) using a backward–forward simulation procedure. The backward step was modelled as a branching discrete time Markov chain process which follows the
pedigree of individuals in the focal IP, while the forward
step calculated the probabilities of coancestry (C) and F of
the individuals in a particular host at each time step up to
the individuals in the focal IP. I followed each pedigree for
25 generations, thus the backward step began at time t =
25 and terminated at time t = 0; at time t = 0 I assumed
that all individuals were outbred (i.e. C = F = 0). The
backward–forward simulation to create the pedigree and calculate C/F values was implemented using code written in
C++ (Borland, Austin, USA), and the model is described
brieﬂy below.
Generating the focal host

In the ﬁrst step of the simulation, I generated the focal IP
from which the target individual was to be sampled. The pattern of parasites among hosts was assumed to follow NBD
since this distribution has been shown to ﬁt the aggregated
distribution of parasites well (Shaw and Dobson 1995). The
NBD is a distribution characterized by two parameters the
mean (μ) and the index of dispersion (k), and my simulations evaluated four levels of μ (2.5, 5, 10 and 20 parasites/host) and nine levels of k (50, 5, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3,
0.2 and 0.1). To model aggregated transmission dynamics,
I modelled the NBD distribution of parasites amongst hosts
as a Logarithmic-Poisson mixture distribution (Pielou 1976).
Thus, I assumed that the focal host ‘sampled’ a certain number of kin groups (kt ) at time t where kt ∼Poisson (λ), with the
size of the ith kin group (i = 1 to kt ) being si ∼logarithmic
(α); where λ and α are the parameters of the Poisson and
Logarithmic distribution, respectively. Thus, the total number of individuals ‘sampled’ by the host (nt = si ) is
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distributed as a NBD with a particular μ and k when α =
μ/(μ + k) and λ = k × loge [(μ+k)/k] (Pielou 1976).
Prior to describing the backward–forward simulation procedure, I detail the numerous simplifying assumptions that
the model is based upon. First, I assumed that the genes were
neutral and inherited in a Mendelian fashion. The parasites
were assumed to have a 1:1 sex ratio, were diploid, reproduced sexually and had a direct life cycle with nonoverlapping generations. I assumed that there are an inﬁnite number
of hosts, that there was no heterogeneity among hosts (i.e.,
the number of infections / host is a Poisson process) and
that there was no temporal variability in the pattern of parasite patterns among hosts (i.e. parameters of the NBD are
stable within each simulation). Finally, I assumed that there
was no density dependence in offspring production at the
scale of the IP and that there was no parasite induced host
mortality.

the panmictic mating of all females and males within the
parental IP (sampled with replacement). Multiple paternities has been empirically demonstrated in ticks (Hasle et al.
2008; Cutulle et al. 2010; Ruiz-Lopez et al. 2012) and nematodes (Redman et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2011). I assumed
a direct life cycle and thus the time was only incremented
when the deﬁnitive host ‘samples’ the kin group (in the case
of an indirect life cycle the attrition of kin group size caused
by repeated ‘sampling’ by intermediate hosts could be considered to be reﬂected in the coefﬁcient of the logarithmic
distribution, α).
Once the parental IPs were generated using the procedure described above, the grandparental IPs (i.e. the parental
IPs of the parents) were generated using the same procedure
recursively until time 0. At time t = 0, all individuals were
considered to be outbred, the pedigree was terminated and
the forward simulation started.

The backward simulation

The forward simulation

Parasite mating is assumed to take place only at the scale of
IP, and thus each kt kin groups ‘sampled’ by the focal host
at time t was necessarily the product of the mating of individuals within an IP in the previous time step (i.e. t−1). In
the absence of host spatial structure, the probability (ϕ) of a
particular host at time t ‘sampling’ multiple kin groups from
a single ‘parental’ IP at time t−1 was considered to be negligible (because I assume the presence of inﬁnite number of
hosts) and as the host spatial structure increases ϕ will also
increase. I calculated the number of unique parental IPs contributing to the focal IP using the formula ht = kt – nt (where
nt ∼Binomial (kt −1, ϕ)). Thus, ht = kt when ϕ = 0 and
ht = 1 when ϕ = 1, and for the purposes of my simulation I
evaluated four levels of ϕ (0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6).
Once the number of unique ‘parental’ IPs (ht ) contributing
offspring to the focal IP at time t was calculated, the backward simulation proceeded by generating these IPs at time
t−1 (using the procedure used to generate the focal IP; see
above), and the kt kin groups were drawn at random from the
ht parental IPs so generated. The ﬁnal step that determined
the pedigree of the individuals in the focal IP at time t was
the parental contributions to each of the kt kin groups produced by the mating of individuals in the ht parental IPs at
time t−1. This parental contribution depended upon the life
history characteristics of the parasites (i.e. ‘tick-like’ versus
‘nematode-like’ life history). In case of ticks, a single female
detaches from a host and lays several thousand eggs on the
ground, thus to simulate this life history the individuals comprising each kin group were considered to be the offspring of
a single random female mated panmictically with all males
within the relevant parental IP (all parents being sampled
with replacement). Alternatively, in the case of nematodes,
the eggs of all females are passed out together in the faeces of the infected host (the faecal deposit acting as a source
of infection for the next host), thus the individuals comprising each kin group were considered to be the offspring of

Once all the IPs contributing to the pedigree of individuals in the focal IP were generated using the backward simulation procedure described above, the forward simulation
started. The forward simulation started at the ﬁrst time-point
(time t = 0) and moved in step-wise increments to the last
time-point (time t = 25). At the ﬁrst time-point (time t =
0), all individuals were considered to be outbred (i.e. level
of inbreeding of each individual, and level of coancestry
between any pair of individuals, was considered to be zero).
At each time step after this (i.e. t >0) in the forward simulation the levels of inbreeding of each individual and the
coancestry of each pair of individuals in the pedigree were
calculated based on the C and F of individual’s parents following standard methods (see Rostron 1978). Brieﬂy, level
of inbreeding of any individual Z with dam (DZ ) and sire
(SZ ) was calculated as the coancestry of its parents: F(Z) =
C(DZ SZ ) . Similarly, the coancestry between any two individuals, X and Y, was calculated as the average consanguinity between their parents: C(XY) = 14 [C(DX SX ) + C(DY SY ) +
C(DX DY ) + C(SX SY )]. Finally, the coancestry of any individual Z with itself was calculated as C(ZZ) = 12 [1+F(Z)]. This
recursive forward process was repeated until inbreeding and
coancestry values of the focal IP were calculated (i.e. t = 25).

46

Calculating expected levels of inbreeding and homozygosity

Once the inbreeding and coancestry of individuals in the
focal IP were calculated using the backward–forward simulation described above, I sampled a random male and female
and allowed them to produce a single offspring I and saved
the inbreeding coefﬁcient of the offspring (and the coancestry
of its parents). I repeated the above backward–forward simulation 10,000 times and calculated the average and variance
in observed levels of inbreeding (FOBS ) of the individuals
thus generated. I also calculated the equilibrium (expected)
inbreeding levels (FEQ ), which assumed a ‘regular’ system of
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mating based upon the parental coancestry values (see above)
using the formula of Hedrick and Cockerham (1986):
 Sj
j 2j
FEQ =
 j  ,
 
1 − j Sj 1 − 12
where Sj is the proportion of the jth degree of mating (j = 2
for full-sib mating and j = 3 for half-sib mating).
Cornell et al. (2003) have shown that inbreeding increases
the frequency of rare homozygotes which may be of epidemiological importance (e.g. drug resistance). Thus, I also calculated the expected frequency of homozygotes (P) expected
given an allele frequency of p (1 × 10−4 , 5 × 10−4 , 1 ×
10−3 , 5 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−2 ) and the observed levels of
homozygosity using the formula P = p2 + Fp(1 − p).

Results and discussion
Inbreeding can have serious consequences on the ﬁtness of
individuals by decreasing survival and fecundity, and these
negative effects are considered to be predominantly due to
the presence of deleterious recessive mutations in the population (Keller and Waller 2002; Charlesworth and Willis
2009). However, an evolutionary perspective inbreeding also
can be advantageous because inbreeding prevents breakdown of locally adapted gene complexes (Templeton 1986;
Waser and Price 1989). The contradictory effects of inbreeding on individual ﬁtness have long been recognized, leading
to the concept of ‘optimal inbreeding’ (Shields 1982). In parasites, some level of inbreeding may be essential, despite the
costs, to enable rapid evolution to changes in host immune
response, environmental changes and/or more recently evolution of resistance to drugs. While, understanding the factors affecting gene dynamics under equilibrium conditions
is essential, our current understanding remains limited to
verbal and/or conceptual models (e.g. Criscione and Blouin
2005; Criscione 2008). The model I present here provides
a convenient quantitative approach capable of incorporating
host–parasite population dynamics into a genetic framework, and thus helps elucidate factors affecting gene dynamics, speciﬁcally levels of inbreeding, in parasite populations
under equilibrium conditions.
Deviations from HWE expectations due to a deﬁcit of
heterozygotes (HD) does not seem to be uncommon in
parasite populations (Luo et al. 2003; Picard et al. 2004;
Chevillon et al. 2007; Plantard et al. 2008; Wielgoss et al.
2008; Dharmarajan et al. 2010, 2011; Vilas et al. 2012;
Ascunce et al. 2013; but also see McCoy et al. 2005; Caillaud
et al. 2006; Keeney et al. 2007; Thiele et al. 2008; see
also meta-analysis in Dharmarajan 2008). There is no doubt
that such deviations from HWE may be caused by the presence of technical issues associated with PCR ampliﬁcation of DNA (e.g. de Meeûs et al. 2004; Wielgoss et al.
2008 or the presence of PCR inhibitory substances in
genomic DNA extracted from parasites (e.g. Desloire et al.

2006; Dharmarajan and Rhodes 2011). However, it is also
possible that factors intrinsically associated with parasite
biology also are important contributors to deviations from
HWE expectations.
The current study evaluated the effects of three factors
associated with host parasite dynamics on levels of inbreeding in parasite populations: host spatial structure, aggregated
transmission dynamics and parasite life-history characteristics. In a previous meta-analysis, Dharmarajan (2008) has
shown that the magnitude of observed heterozygote deﬁcits
(compared to HWE expectations) in ticks is close to double of that observed in the case of nematodes (ticks: FIS ±
SE = 0.24± 0.03; nematodes: FIS ± SE = 0.11± 0.04). The
results of this study reveal that the life-history characteristics
of ticks lead to a higher level of inbreeding compared to that
of nematodes (ﬁgure 2). Thus, the results support the patterns
observed in the meta-analysis of Dharmarajan (2008), and
reveal that the observed increase in HD in ticks cf. nematodes
could be generated by differences in the genetic composition
of kin groups due to differences in their life-history characteristics (ﬁgure 1). My results also reveal a dramatic increase
in levels of inbreeding as host spatial structure increases
(ﬁgure 2) because host spatial structure increases the probability of parasites from a single IP being ‘sampled’ by a
host in the next generation (ﬁgure 1). The fact that highly
structured host populations leads to inbreeding in the parasites infecting these hosts is intuitive (Price 1980; Nadler
1995; Criscione et al. 2005) because gene ﬂow in parasites
is predominantly determined by host movement patterns
(Blouin et al. 1995; McCoy et al. 2003; Dharmarajan
et al. 2010). From an evolutionary perspective, parasites
generally are expected to adapt to local host populations
(Dybdahl and Storfer 2003) and my results indicate that
inbreeding caused by high levels of host spatial structure should promote the rapid evolution of such locally
adapted gene complexes. Akin to host spatial structure, my
results revealed that aggregated transmission dynamics also
affect levels of inbreeding in intuitive ways. Thus, levels of
inbreeding increase as the size of kin groups increase (and
number of kin groups decrease) within IPs (ﬁgure 2) because
of an increase in the probability that two parasites within
an IP are consanguineous (see ﬁgure 1). The hypothesis that
parasites may exhibit such aggregated transmission dynamics has received empirical support from ﬁne-scale genetic
analyses at the scale of the IP (Nadler et al. 1990; Anderson
et al. 1995; Guzinski et al. 2009; Dharmarajan et al. 2010;
Vilas et al. 2012), and a previous study has revealed that
deviations from HWE in parasite populations may be caused
by the combined effects of a subdivided breeding system
along with aggregated transmission dynamics (Dharmarajan
et al. 2011). The effects of aggregated transmission dynamics on genotypic frequencies in parasite populations also
has been evaluated by previous theoretical models (Smith
et al. 1999; Cornell et al. 2000, 2003), but unlike the work of
Cornell and coworkers, the model presented here elucidates
how aggregated transmission dynamics affects inbreeding
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Figure 2. The effects of aggregated transmission dynamics (k) on observed levels of inbreeding (i.e. identity by descent; F) in a random
sample of 10,000 parasites (levels of aggregation increase with decreasing k; distribution of parasites among hosts is close to Poisson at
k = 50). The effects of host spatial structure, represented by four different probabilities (ϕ) of a host being infected by parasites which
are offspring of parents from a single infrapopulation (IP) in the previous generation: 0 (blue), 0.2 (green), 0.4 (yellow) and 0.6 (red). The
graphs represent data for four different mean parasite intensity (2.5, a and b; 5, c and d; 10, e and f; 20, g and h), as well as for two different
parasite life history characteristics: ticks (i.e. each infecting kin group produced by a single female; a, c, e and g) and nematodes (i.e. each
infecting kin group produced by panmictic mating of all males and females in the parental IP; b, d, f and h). Error bars represent variance.

in parasite populations under equilibrium (rather than epidemic) conditions.
Gene dynamics of parasite systems are particularly
affected by stochasticity associated with demographic and/or
transmission dynamics (Cornell 2005), and thus ‘equilibrium’ levels of inbreeding calculated assuming regular systems of mating may be poor estimates of observed
levels of inbreeding in parasite populations. Indeed, our
48

results reveal a pattern where at low levels of inbreeding
(FOBS ≤0.1), equilibrium levels of inbreeding are lower
than those observed, while at high levels of inbreeding
the opposite pattern occurs (ﬁgure 3, a&b). This pattern
leads to the so called ‘heterozygosity paradox’ (Brown
1979) where the observed heterozygosity will be lower
than equilibrium expectations in outcrossers and higher than
equilibrium expectations in inbreeders will be higher than
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Figure 3. Equilibrium inbreeding (F) and the heterozyosity paradox in the case of two different parasite life history characteristics: ticks
(a, c and e) and nematodes (b, d and f). Graphs pool data from all evaluated parameter values relating to aggregation, host spatial structure and mean parasite intensity (see text). The graphs represent: (i) the ratio between the equilibrium (expected) and observed levels of
inbreeding (FEQ /FOBS ) (a and b). (ii) Skew in coancestry values in the parental generation (skew Ct−1 ) (c and d); (iii) variance in coancestry values in the parental generation (variance Ct−1 ) (e and f). Also shown are the ﬁts generated by locally weighted regression (LOWESS)
analysis (red lines). The observed F at which the equilibrium inbreeding exceeds observed FIS indicated in all graphs (gray vertical line).

equilibrium expectations. In the case of outbreeders it is
generally thought that this pattern is driven by high levels of
relatedness among breeders due to small neighbourhood size
(Brown 1979; Hedrick and Cockerham 1986). Alternatively,
in inbreeders it has been proposed that both ﬁnite population
size and variance in outcrossing rates could lead to a reduction in observed inbreeding cf. equilibrium expectations (Nei
1975; Brown 1979; Saleem and Gliddon 1986). In the case of
parasite populations, the observed patterns seem to be driven

by two forces: (i) in outbreeders (i.e. at low levels of inbreeding) the high positive skew in parental coancestry values
(ﬁgure 3, c&d) leads to a few mating between highly related
individuals which leads to an increase in the observed average levels of inbreeding cf. equilibrium expectations; (ii) in
inbreeders, however the high variance in parental coancestry values (ﬁgure 3, e&f) likely leads to the disruption of
long pedigrees and thus reduction in the average levels of
inbreeding cf. equilibrium expectations.
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The model results demonstrate that stochastic factors
related to transmission dynamics directly affect gene dynamics in parasite populations because they control the numbers and genotypic composition of individuals at the scale of
the IP, which is also the scale at which sexual reproduction
takes place. Thus, traditional genetic assumptions regarding
equilibrium populations are violated in stochastic subdivided
mating systems. Parasite systems are inherently stochastic,
and thus the equilibrium of parasite populations (as with
many biological systems) does not reﬂect constancy; rather
it implies that the system varies consistently (May 2001;
pp. 109). It is important to keep in mind that though we have
assumed temporal stability this does not imply that the average probability that two parasites in an IP share a parent in
the previous generation is constant but rather that it depends
on the distributional characteristics of parasites among hosts
(albeit with a consistent variance). However, the calculation
of ‘equilibrium’ inbreeding values does not take into consideration the stochasticity of host parasite systems. Thus,
even assuming panmixia at the scale of the IP, stochasticity in numbers of parasites at the scale of the IP which contribute offspring to the next generation could decrease (or
increase) the number of effective breeders that contribute
to the pedigree of any particular individual. As a consequence, levels of coancestry between individuals (and thus

inbreeding of individuals) may accrue much more rapidly
(or more slowly) in subdivided mating systems compared to
‘equilibrium’ expectations.
Finally, I turn to the effects of host–parasite population
dynamics (i.e. stochastic subdivided breeding, host spatial
structure and aggregated transmission dynamics) on the frequency of rare homozyygotes in a random sample of parasites. In populations where genotypic frequencies are HWE,
we expect that an allele occurring with frequency q will occur
as a homozygote at the frequency of q2 , which should act
inhibit the spread of recessive traits (Cornell et al. 2003).
However, aggregated transmission dynamics could enhance
the spread of recessive traits by directly inﬂuencing genotypic frequencies in parasite populations such that rare traits
occur at a prevalence proportional closer to q rather than q2
(Cornell et al. 2003). My results are generally in agreement
with those of Cornell et al. (2003), especially when levels
of aggregated transmission are high and/or levels of hosts
spatial structure are high (ﬁgure 4). Of even greater interest,
however, are the patterns at low levels of aggregation (i.e.
k = 50; i.e. distribution of parasites amongst hosts is approximately Poisson) and host spatial structure (ϕ = 0), wheregenetic patterns are predominantly driven by the fact that
parasites exhibit a subdivided breeding system. At these low
levels of aggregation and host spatial structure, my results

Figure 4. Rare homozygote frequencies in stochastic subdivided mating systems at ﬁve different initial allele frequencies (p : 1×10−4 , 5×
10−4 , 1 × 10−3 , 5 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−2 ). Lines indicating frequency of the allele (p) and homozygote frequencies under HWE expectations
(p2 ) are also given for reference (thick grey upper and lower lines, respectively). In each graph, the effects of four levels of aggregated
transmission (k) are represented: 50 (blue), 1 (green), 0.5 (yellow) and 0.1 (red). The graphs represent data from simulations with no host
spatial structure (i.e. ϕ = 0) at two different mean parasite intensities (2.5 parasites/host, a and b; 25 parasites/host, c and d) and two
different parasite life history characteristics (ticks, a and c; nematodes, b and d).
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indicate a strong negative effect of mean parasite burden on
the frequency of rare homozygotes (ﬁgure 4). This result
is a direct reﬂection of the effects of reduction in effective (versus census) population sizes in subdivided mating
systems on the frequency of rare homozygotes (with the
reduction being greater when the average number of individuals/IP is low; ﬁgure 4). Thus, my results indicate that
while rare homozygote frequencies are affected by both
aggregated transmission dynamics and host spatial structure, there may be an even more important intrinsic effect
of a subdivided breeding system on the frequency of rare
homozygotes.
In building theoretical models, it has long been realized
that there is a trade-off between biological realism, generality
and tractability (Levins 1966; see also Weisberg 2006). Thus,
to build a general but tractable model I have sacriﬁced certain aspects of biological realism through some simplifying
assumptions. In my opinion, of the assumptions made, two
are the most critical: homogeneity among hosts and a direct
lifecycle. Homogeneity of the infection process among hosts,
with aggregation being driven solely by aggregation of parasites in the environment, is clearly unrealistic because hosts
are likely to show heterogeneous levels of infection due to
numerous factors, such as demography (host age and sex),
behaviour and/or immune response (reviewed by Shaw et al.
1998). Similarly, the assumption of a direct lifecycle also is
unrealistic because the life cycle of most parasites includes
one to several intermediate hosts, and the presence of such
intermediate hosts facilitates the mixing of parasite genes
prior to reproduction in the deﬁnitive host (Rauch et al. 2005;
Keeney et al. 2007). However, the ﬂexible modelling framework developed can be easily modiﬁed to relax many of these
assumptions, and I hope that future work in this direction will
further our understanding of gene dynamics in host–parasite
populations.
In conclusion, I utilize a ﬂexible statistical distribution
(the Logarithmic-Poisson mixture model) to integrate demographic factors associated with host–parasite systems into
a genetic framework. My results indicate that deviations
from HWE due to inbreeding may be directly due to biological factors intrinsically associated with host parasite
dynamics (subdivided mating systems, aggregated transmission dynamics and host spatial structure), and that this
inbreeding is poorly estimated by the equilibrium levels
of inbreeding calculated based on constant levels of kin
mating. My results also indicate that aggregated transmission dynamics may have direct epidemiological implications (e.g. the spread of drug resistance) because they both
directly impact the observed frequency of rare homozygotes in parasite populations, a result that is in concordance with those of Cornell et al. (2003). However, even
more importantly my results demonstrate that the increased
frequency of rare homozygotes in parasite populations can
be caused directly by the decrease in effective population
size solely due to the presence of a subdivided breeding
system.
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